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Dayis,E. bale: Promising Practices in Mainstreaming
for the Secondary School Principal. 1977 17 pages.
ED 161 1 9

The priricipa the leader, authority, and information
source on im ementing mainstreaming in his or her school, accord-
ing to Davis.

Davis surveyed the literature since 1970 and asked fifty secon-
dary schOol principals to state five to ten promising practices they
would recoamend to piiincipals starting mainstreaming programs.
The principals, all with programs underway, worked in Maryland,
California, Texas, North Carolina, and Georgia.

Having found general agreement between the principals' com-
ments and the literature, Davis lists the ten most often recom
mended practices in his report. For example, the principal should be
thoroughly informed on state .and federal regulations, as well as
local school board policy, and should inforin his faculty on such
rules. the principal should motivate faculty efforts with tangible

,rewards (released time and so forth),4assess faculty attitudes toward

mainstreaming, provide a personal model of .the practice of
Widualiption, and supply the resources needed to implement,
vidualized instruction..

Principals should also play a major role in encouraging parent
involvemedt and create an atmosphere that nurtures the positive
social readjustmentot all studehts affected by the rnainstre'aming
program handicapped and nonhandisapped.

#

.Heron, Timothy E. ."Maintaining the Mainstreamed
in the Regular CLissroom: The DecisionMaking

Process." journal of Learning Disabiliti, 11, 4 (April
1978), pp. 210-16. El 186 801:

This article demonstrates that mainstreaming is not an'elther.or
proposition 2-either a child can adjust in a regular classroom or-not.
Herori catalogs a wide variity of strategies available to teachers
and administrators when a mainstreamed child present's a problem

"(academic or social),
The alternatives. Heron pr6sents are broken doWn into, those

aimed at the child, the norrnarfwer groul), and the teacher.
Among the. suggestion% for changing proBlem behavior that are

aimed directly at the child, several have to do with personalizing his
or her environment. Oh could entail providing a model to imitate,
changing a seating assignment to increase tesicher-student cum-
munication, er'arranging peer tutdring. \

For academic problems, tbe child may bneed-tirtgain bailc skills
ihrough indivklualized instruction, peer tutoring, ar progranuned

Oa
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instruttion. Finally, various behavior, modification tedliniques can
be tried.

The next step is-to look at peer rmlationshipgand improve them by
teacher modeling, discussioh, integrating working groups,
rewarding aptiropriatteraction (such as with more free time for
the class), or reihforcing such interaction by a few target students.

Finally, teacher behavior can be improved by providing feed-
back, modeling, or inservice Heron warns, however,
against forced trainiag., saying teachers should determine whether
they could benefit and which skills to improvet.-

All the suggestions are included because of proved effectiveness
in previous studies, wide applicability, and laiting effects, acCord-
ing to Heron.

Heron, Timothy E. "Punishment: A Review of the
Literature with Implications for the:Reacher of Main-
streamed Children." journal or Special Education, 12,
3 (Fall 1978), pp. 243-52. EJ 188 802.

Any number of punishment systems can be effective in red4ing
disruptive.classroom behavior, Heron points out in this review of°
studies involving both exceptional and normal children. Equally
important, however, aie his warnings abbut the possible side effectS
of certain kinds of punishments. Needed, therefore, are guidelines
to govern the use of ,appropriaLe disciplinary techniques.

.

Studies have shown three major types of punishment to be effitc-
five: aversive' stimulus (a reprimand, for instance), withdrawal o a
positive reinforcer ((zee time), and withdrawal of an opportunity to
gain reinforcement (time-out), One interesting study in a regular
classroom showed a "soft" .refrimand, deliyered rivately th a
student, to be more ef fective, than a "loud" publi ne.

But punishmentcan only suppress unwant
points out, not teach neW ones. AM it may ha e iuci

s, Heron
lleffects as

increasing avoidance or emotOnal behaviors, suppressing activity,
creating aversion ,to the classrogn, cfveloping a tolerance for
Punishment requiring greater and greater intensity, having a "spill-
over" effect on other children, reinforcing the already low self-
concept of many mainstreamed children, and provkfing a negative
model the other. children may imitate when dealing with these
students.

Although punishment may kzegieeded, it must be coupled with
'reinforcement, Fleron says. Peer rejection and negative interactionli
with teacher% are the traditional lot of learning disabled children.
"The classroom teacher will hive to come to realize that a positive
reinforcing .envIronment Is essential if their abilities are tp be
enhanced," he says,

, , .,
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Jones, Reginald L., ond %others. "Evaluati Main-
streaming Programs: Models, Caveats, cons ra-

tions, and Guidelines." Exceptional Children, 44, 8
(May 1978);pp. 588-601. EJ 184 928. .4

'

Evaluation of mainstreaming.programs, required both by law and
common sense, Is a conxilex prOCOS requiring the consideration of
many issues; say the 6iithors of this thorough discussion. To be
'useful to decision.Makers, evaluatibns must resolve the problems of

eArlier studies and confront new questions,
Af ter describing some past studies and discussing various impor-

' tant types f data that should be included in m'ainstreaming
appraisals, I,e authors present an exhaustive set of guidelines that
designers of evalucitiops may tind helpful both in structuring their
task of information gathering iiind in preparing their final reports to

- make them most useful to the readers.
iht, guidelines, which are also helpful in assessing evaluation

reports; recommend inclusion of suct) ctetails as the names and
addresses of program planner s. and evaluators (for furtherInquiry
and the' purpose of the evaluation. The:guidelines also suggest the
broad range of data that should be eVatuated, such as descripti
of.the Mainstreaming model used, the, subjects of the study (both
special and regular students), and the 'khool, the community, and
ifs political re'alitins. Information on iAteuctional quality, academic

hievemenk attitudes, student adjustment, social acceptance,
attendance, cost ef fectiveness, and more should also be provided.

I he authors argue for a variety of methods in evaluations, rang-
ing from statistics to observations, question4aires, and standard

tests to descriptions and analyses of individu4 Cases In discussing

the assessment of individualized education plans they point out the
dearth of adequate measures, backed up by researCh, to gauge
achievement and pinpOint its causes They suggest teachers should
be encouraged to share their observations, even hunChes, about

k
what works and what doesn'r.-

"I ea( hers can play a critically impormnt role in the evaluation of

mainstreaming It is the'leachers, not the ,evaluators, who are'\ in

constant contact with the .children, materials and daily probleire

that arise," the authors argue

Klein, Nancy K. "Least Restrictive Alternative: AR
ducational Analysis." Fducation and Trainink of th,

Mentally Retarded, 13, 1 (February 1978), pp. 102-14.

181.461

I he schools, the system. and the attitudes of parents and profes-

sionals all must change fundamentally to,implement a true least-
restri( tivi alternative for each child, 'Klein says

Beginning with A brief history of the educational philosbphies
that have rnokh.d Mull( an schools,. Klein indids the essentialist
model that has held sway in recent decades for shutting out whole
categories of children from niainstream education and necessi-
tating the rise Of special education as a dumping ground for them.

"It is clearly unjust and certainly immoral 'to continue to.use
assessment procedures which Identify the child as the root of the
problem, siMultaneously condoning existing school pradties," she

states
in place of an educational model that offers few choices to

parents and children and aims only to instill cognitive skills in
"willing/ learners," Klein argues for maximum choice for all

students, equality of educational experiences, and,program deci-

Mons lila& by, those closest to the child, includtng special' and

regulAr OuCators, parefits, and the c'hild himself or hetself.
'Kloin presents a framework for analyting the concept of least-

restrklive alternative, InCluding such elements as social and
physk al integratinn, Instructional interactions, 4111(1 cology of the
classroom situatron. MAWR( tradition, standardization in schools,
and entienthed attitudes all mitigate ageinst the changes needed,

I.

Klein proposes a massive program
education.

Parents and children, she

.F.
' . . .

reeducation for all invalved

, should be able to choose from
various alte?natives In areas such as philosophical model, curricu-
lum, ancrinstruction to:tInd the moit suitable option foreach chi14

"If parents are to makiS informed choices, they need education sci
that they fully understand the elements of each chotce, possible
comparative consequencgs, and methods of evaluating their child's
.progress. earents can become informed decision makers whose

input is required an integral part of educational planning for
children.."

ftindell, Colleen and Strain, Phillip S.' "An
Analysis of Factors Related to the Attitudes of
Regular Classroom Teachers toward Mainstream ing
Mildly Handicapped Children." Contemporary
Educational PsYchology, 3, 2 (Apri11978), pp. 154-62.

E I 182 479.

If mainstreaming is totbe successfully implemented in' existing
school Wstems, a positive attitude on the part of the regular class
teachers who receive these children is essential. Mandell 'hncl-Strain
discuss several factor that were found to correlate significantly
with such an outlook and, might be used to predict both which
teachers will be positive and what kinds of school environments.
encourage.that attitude

'Number of Years of teaching experience correlated negatively
with a positive attitude toward mainstreaming, Mandell and Strain
found, whereas-previous experiences such as courses on diagnosing
learning and behavior problems, special education teaching
experience, inservice programs, ond ihe num r 'of, universityr
courses on exceptiOnal childrep %Vere significant p, 4tive predictors,

The three positively related environmental.fatNis team teach-

ing, presence of a resource teacher, and class siztfiof twenty-five to
twenty-seven are all,.the authbrs point out. easy;to manipulate to
ensure the success of a -mainstreaming program.

Other factorsincluding the po;iti;ie s of principals awl
) ..
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special education teachers, did not correlate with positive attitudes'
in teachers, but the authors suggest this may change in the future),

. The negative correlation rimy be due to the traditional isolation
'of special education teachers.and the 'separate functions carried
,out by. teachers and principals independently in regard to main-
streaming. But "implicit in the ifederal guidelines iS thaOplaCements

. are to be made by it team which would include the principal, special
educator, and regular teacher. As a result of such a process, the
traditional comntunication channels would become' obsolete

.. National Education Assodation. Education for All
Handicapped Children: Consensus; Conflict, nd
Challenge, Washington, D.C.: Teacher Rights Evi-

ion, 1978. 47 pages. LD 157 214.
,

Anticipating the problems and changes P.L. 94-142 will.entail, an
NLA panel held public hearings in three locatioris. The panel Visited
forty-three schools and heard from parents, teachers, administra-
tors, and otfiers On both the positive and negative 'aspects.of such
legislation

The panel-discwered support for the intent of the law and many
problems in its implementation. This report details those problems
and lists recommendations on everything from.class size to trans-
portation.

The panel chow Des Moines (Iowa), Savannah (Georgia), and
North Santa Barbara County (California) for the survey, based on
stk h factors as proportion df minority students, balance of urban
and rural wttings, and experience with mainstreaming laws. The
surveyors included representatives of the national associatidns of
_elementary and secondary principals.and the deaf, the Council for
Exceptional Children, and parent advocacy groups, as well as NEA
menibers

this readable report, peppered with quotes from parents and
professionals, provides.a Mix of anecdotal evidence and broader
discussion of areas of conflict

The panel found that P.L. 94 142 will require dramatic changes
mikny public schools are not prepared to make, financially and, in
sonw cases, bureaucratically or attitudinally. One problem, for
example, lies in the fact that educational training institutions are
not .coordinating new training programs with the public schools.
*The most prevakmt type of inservice training "the fragmented'
one-day, half-day, or two-day meetings and workshops, having little
continuity of 'purpose and content" teachers consider the least
helpful.

The panel recommends the creation of more practical and
relevant preservice and inservice training., teacher centers, and
continuing inwrvice training by resource teachers.

Other recommendations cover such areas as time, paperwork,
accountability, anal child identification, 'including migrant and

.'other isolatd groups.

Oreltive, Fred P. "Administering Education for the
Severely Handicapped after P.L. 94-142." Phi Delta
Kappan, 59, 10 (June 1978),.pp. 699-702. El 181 510.

Mandatory public eduCation niay be in everyone's,best ultimate
interests, but in the transitkinal perkxladministrators are faced with
a raft of problems he perils include the threat of lawsuits stem-
ming front rrncompliance with- the many requirements of P.L.
94142 and tN response of anxious parents of handicapped and
nonhandicamed children alike. .

Orelove gives an overview of, these problems where adminis-
. trdtors can hi, esPecially. vigilant of .the concerns of students,
parent5, professionals, and the community, hut he corkludes "no
task is.insurrnountable."

cinte school districts began, educating exceptional children
.leyerat years ago, he poirls out. "Having weathered the initial tribu-
lations and the aftershocks,, they now handle the daily affairs
routinely."

,
Some new considerations administrators must deaf with are

teaching life skills in natural nonsChool environments; giving
relief to teacher who may find their trasditional free times being
taken up teaching eating and social skills during lunch and recess
periods, coping with the lack of qualified special teachers
providing more inservice training, and helping professionals from
many disciplines develop a smooth team delivery of services to
handicapped children.

Orelove warns that administrators may be liable to lawsuits in the
next decade for failUre to live up to the due process provisions of
the law or on quality issues: adults conceivably will sue because of
failings in the special education they received as children..

Paul, lames 1..;.Turnbull, Ann P.; and Cruickshank
%William M. "Mainstreaming: A Practical Guide.

1977. 147 pages. 157 606.

The promise of this book's,, title is lived up to with volu !nous
detail on the planning, training for, and implementing f main-
streaming,down to such practical guidelines as not letting meetings
run overlong, .

No treatise on theory, this volunie begins with. the assumption
that mainstreaming is coming and that its essence k."the v.iew that'
schools are made for students' and not students for .schools."
Although the authors call mainstreaming, a "system problem"
involving all educational levels, their focus: is on the lo(al school.

Long, careful Nanning iS advocated, and the authors break the,
process into phases. The; offer advice...9n assembling a committee
and making it representative of all interested groups, preparing
staff, parents, and Community for the new idea, identifying prob-
lems, and nurturing communication.

The authors devote a chapter each to inservice and preservice
teacher educationmatters of great importance, they say, to the
success of a mainstreaming program. Another key eleritent greatly
emphasized is leadership in both planning, and implementation.,
The printipal is the educational leader who musr prOvide the

fIcessary guidance and clirection," the authors say.

II Ritter, Daiid R. "Surviving in the Regular Classroom:
A FolloWAJp of Mains.treamed Children with Learn-
ing Disabilities." Journal of School Psychology, 16, 3
(February 1978), -pp. 253-56. EJ 188 395.

Most discussions of mainstreaming assume that children coming
into regular classrooms from more restrictive situations will need
some degree of supplemental service in addition to the general
curriculum A Vermont study on learning-disabled youngsters
confirms this view.



A group of twenty children were tested for reading, Math, 'and
spelling ability three times: prior to a year in a sPecial learning
disability program, at the end of that year, and after the following
year in a. regular classroom. During the latter year, they received
supplemental instruction in reading and.math three times per week
in half-houi sessions.

ThCeilldren.were able to maintain learning gains in reading and
math during lice Mainstreamed year comparable to those made in
the special PrOgram, but-4howed a significant decreaseAn gains in
spelling..

Reading supplementation provided activities that focu-sed on
each child's observed difficulties in classroom instruction, r'eview,
clarification and repetition Of classlessons, and rehearsal for future
classroom group instruction. Math supplementation reviewed the
concepts from the regular program and reinforced them with many
game-oriented tasks:

Ritter notes that the results of this study imply that learning
disabled children may need extra help if they are to maintain
aca lemic progress 'when moved into less restrictive programs not
sp .11y designed for them.

LL Sa'hon-Shevin, Mara. "Another Look at Mainstream-
mg. Lxceptionality, Normality, and the Nature of
Diff erence." Phi Delta Kamm 60, 240ctober 1978),
pp. 119-21. El 188 651. -

.

Overattention to the many technical and ...administrative prob-
lems involved in mainstreaming or viewing it in isolation from other
educational issues may cause us to miss the poi9t of this whole
exercise improving education for all children.-

If mainStreaming can be considered at"8 conceptual'and ethical
issue," !illy's Sapon-SheVin, the solutionS might "be used'as a catalyst
for significant change in school and society.'!

Why not improve thewhole system, she asks, instead of forcing
the "special" child to integrate into the "reiular", maingream,
whiclt automatically dooms a certain percentage to failure with its
competition model? Sapon-Shevin argues against the exceptional-
normal labels and the tendency to stress universal sameness:Mich
implies differences among people are nt.gative.

141 "Mainstreaming must be conceked of, not as changing the special
child so that he will fit back into the unchanged regular classroom,
but rather as changing the nature of the regular classroom so that it
is more accommodating to all children," the author states.

This should be accomplished not by totally individualized learn-
ing, as some opponents of competition advocate, but by coopera-
tion, making learning a sharing of individual strengths. Thus, "a

larger number. and greater maOitude of differenCes could be

The Educational Ftesources Information Center (ERIC) is a
national information system operated by the National Institute of
Education ERIC serves educators by disseminating research results
and other resource information that can be used In developing more
effective educational programs The ERIC Clearinghouse on
Educational Management, one of several such units inthe system,
was established at the University of Oregon in . The
ClearinghOuSe and tIccompanIon unite process resear reports
and journal articles for announcement in ER IC's index an stradt.

1bulletins .

Besides processing documents and journal articles, the
Clearinghouse preparel bibliographies, literature reviews,
monographs, and other interpreVe research studies on topics in its
educational area.

.

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the
National institute of Edudation, U S Department of Health.
Edudetion, and Welfare Contractors undertAing such projects
under government sponsorship are encouraged to sweet freely
their judgment In professional, and technical matters. Prior tO
publication, the Manusdript was submitted to the MsOciatIon of
California School Administratots for critical revieW and

accommpdated because all children in ,a class would not be
required or expected to be functioning at an identical level."

, SUch a model could ease the burden on teachers by using the
talents of clasi members for ,learning and ensure success in
education for all the'children, including those "normal" ones who
would fail on a competitive grading.

Sowers, Ganelda H. "Observations of a Primary
School Principal after Four Years of Experience with
Mainstreaming." Paper presented at the American
.Educational Research Association annual meears
Toronto, March 1978. 11 pages. El) 153 342.

The dews is good: not only did exceptional stUdents adjust well to
mainstreaming in the first four years after it was instjtuted in this
Rowan County, North Cd`rolina, school in 1973, but all' other
students benefited a.s well.,

Sowers describes her school arid its population, the process of
deciding on mainstreaming and preparing teachers and other staff
for the change, and.their extensive inservice training.

-Because of this training, Sowers stlYs, teachers benefit all pupils
by being mOre flexible, stressing positive self-concepts and respon-
sibility, and instituting indivi4alized learning not only for main-
streamed children, but others, oo.

"Goals have been set for other pupils as well as individual educa-.
tional plans for the EMR pupils. A wide variety of materials are con-
structed for uie in the classroom. individualization gives each child
the attention and training he needs at the level on which he is
working," Sowers

Peer acceptance of the special needs children is high, she says,
and other children even request help from the 'EMR resource
teacher and consider it "a real treat to be invited by an EMR pupil to
accomPany him to the resource room on occasion." MainstreaMing
has also "created a new and exciting relationship between 'special'
ecleation teachers and classroom teachers. They are very sup-
pork of eAch othOr.. A new concept of team teaching has
emerged," she says.

.
The educable mentally retarded pupils have made progress both

socially and acadernically, she reportS: They benefit frofn4bettei
modeling and from a "family grouping" system. The groups are
composed of six to eight,children who give each other encourage-
ment, support, and experience in accomplishing tasks, accepting
others,.and developing self-discipline.

In short, Sdivers concludes, mainstreaming is one Way to "set free
the mind of each child who enters the classroom so that he may
understand as well as tolknow."

determination of profestional competence This publication has met
such standards. Points of view or opinions hoosever, dO not
necessarily represent the official view or opinitn of either the
Association of California School Administrators or the National
4nstitute of Education. .
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